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Abstract—Radio access network (RAN) sharing has attracted
significant attention from telecom operators as a means of
accommodating data surges. However, current mechanisms for
RAN sharing ignore the fairness issue among operators, and hence
the RAN may be under- or over-utilized. Furthermore, the fairness
among different operators cannot be guaranteed, since the RAN
resources are distributed on a first come, first served basis. Accord-
ingly, the present study proposes a “soft-partition with blocking
and dropping” (SBD) mechanism that offers inter-operator fair-
ness using a “soft-partition” approach. In particular, the operator
subscribers are permitted to overuse the resources specified in
the predefined service-level-agreement when the shared RAN is
under-utilized, but are blocked (or even dropped) when the RAN
is over-utilized. The simulation results show that SBD achieves an
inter-operator fairness of 0.997, which is higher than that of both a
hard-partition approach (0.98) and a no-partition approach (0.6)
while maintaining a shared RAN utilization rate of 98%. Further-
more, SBD reduces the blocking rate from 35% (hard partition
approach) to almost 0%, whereas controlling the dropping rate
at 5%. Notably, the dropping rate can be reduced to almost 0%
using a newly proposed bandwidth scale down procedure.

Index Terms—Radio access network (RAN), RAN sharing, soft
partition, fairness, utilization, blocking rate, dropping rate.

I. INTRODUCTION

RAN sharing is an attractive solution for telecom opera-
tors seeking to address upcoming data surges with mini-

mum investment in CAPEX and OPEX [1], [2], [3]. Transpar-
ent RAN sharing, in which RAN sharing is achieved through
an intermediate mechanism between the base station (BS) and
multiple core networks (CNs), is particularly attractive to op-
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erators since: (1) it is easier and more cost effective to set up
RAN sharing using existing infrastructure; and (2) RAN shar-
ing can be managed by a third-party to assure independence and
fairness among different operators [4], [5]. Accordingly, the
current authors previously proposed a transparent RAN sharing
mechanism designated as RAN Proxy (RANP) [6]. The emula-
tion results confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed mech-
anism in ensuring operator fairness in a multi-operator RAN
environment.

However, to improve the practicality of RAN sharing, the fair-
ness and efficiency issues require further consideration. RAN
resource is limited; particularly the capacity of the BS in terms of
the amount of served user equipment (UE) and available band-
width. For example, in LTE, the number of RRC-connected [7]
users for a macro cell is more than 1000, but the number drops to
just 50–100 for a typical 5G small cell [8], [9] due to its smaller
coverage. Furthermore, the LTE bandwidth is frequently con-
strained by bottlenecks in the backhaul network. Although LTE
provides sophisticated mechanisms for individual operators to
coordinate the UE and bandwidth within their own networks,
its support of coordination among different operators sharing
the same BS is rather poor. Given the absence of a coordination
mechanism, and assuming that new UE are simply allowed to
attach to the shared BS regardless of their operator until the BS
reaches its capacity, very large operators with large subscriber
bases may consume most of the BS resources, and hence the
UE of smaller operators may suffer an unacceptable quality of
experience (QoE). Conversely, if the BS resources are strictly
reserved for each operator in accordance with a predefined inter-
operator agreement, the QoE of the UE belonging to each oper-
ator is guaranteed, but the BS utilization rate is degraded if any
operator fails to use all of the resources reserved for it. Thus,
both the traffic and the revenue for the third party providing the
RAN sharing service are inevitably reduced [2]. In other words,
the success of RAN sharing depends on achieving a satisfactory
trade-off between the (potentially) competing requirements of
different operators and their UE.

Accordingly, this paper proposes a “Soft-partition with
Blocking and Dropping” (SBD) mechanism for controlling the
fairness among different operators based on a “soft-partition”
concept, in which the telecom operators are permitted to use
more resources than originally agreed in the inter-operator
agreement when additional resources become available at the
BS. However, if the network subsequently becomes fully loaded,
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Fig. 1. LTE bearer overview.

any over-using operators are prompted to return the overused
resource in accordance with a further predefined agreement.
Thus, the proposed mechanism both increases the utilization of
the RAN resources and ensures that the requirements of each
operator are satisfied. Notably, the SBD mechanism is designed
in such a way that the blocking and dropping rates of each
operator are maintained at an acceptable level at all times.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II provides the background to the present study and
describes the related works. Sections III and IV formulate the
considered problem and explain the detailed design of the pro-
posed SBD mechanism, respectively. Section V presents and
discusses the numerical results obtained for the fairness among
multiple operators, the utilization rate of the shared BS, and
the blocking/dropping rates of the operator resource requests.
Finally, Section VI provides some brief concluding remarks and
indicates the intended direction of future research.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

A. Intra-Operator Control: LTE QoS

The QoS mechanism of LTE [10]–[12] is based on an Evolved
Packet System (EPS) bearer [13] method. EPS bearers comprise
Evolved Radio Access Bearers (E-RABs) and S1 bearers, as
shown in Fig. 1 [10], and serve to link the UE and their Packet
Data Network gateway (P-GW). Telecom operators are aware
of the status of the EPS bearers and manage them by setting
up rules in a traffic flow template (TFT) [14]. As shown in
Fig. 2, EPS bearers can be further categorized as either default
bearers or dedicated bearers. Default bearers are created when-
ever a UE attaches successfully to the CN and is classified as
Non-Guaranteed Bit Rate (non-GBR), i.e., the network does not
guarantee resources for the associated traffic. Dedicated bearers,
on the other hand, are formed when required by special SLA
and may be classified as either GBR or non-GBR, where in the
former case, the network guarantees resources to the traffic in
accordance with the TFT.

Fig. 2. Attributes of LTE bearer.

B. Inter-Operator Control: Related Works

In 2004, Nokia [15] proposed a solution for radio resource
management among multiple operators in 3G roaming scenarios
using a Control-Plane-based Hard Partition approach.
Qualcomm [16] presented a similar strategy based on both
Control-Plane and Data-Plane methods. In the latter method, a
mechanism referred to as “Erase Packet” was used to release ra-
dio resources by detecting and deleting packets with the longest
queue time whenever the BS ran out of resources. Having re-
organized the resources, the Control-Plane mechanism was used
to decide whether or not to accept new requests. The authors
in [17] proposed a soft partition method based on an extended
Network Virtualization Substrate (NVS) slice scheduler and a
two-step Access Control (AC) scheme in order to enhance the
access control of the bearers.

Table I compares the main attributes of the schemes presented
in [15]–[17] with those of the SBD mechanism proposed in the
present study. As shown, among the four schemes, SBD and the
method proposed in [17] both apply a soft partitioning approach
for BS resource utilization. However, only SBD has the overused
resource returning mechanism. Moreover, only SBD considers
the UE admission control issue caused by the high density and
low capacity of the small cells in 5G networks. Finally, only
SBD provides a bandwidth scale-down solution to reduce the
blocking and dropping rates.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

This section formulates the BS resource allocation problem
considered in the present study. For convenience, all of the
related notations are defined in Table II below. In implementing
the proposed SBD mechanism, an Inter-Operator Policy is used
to define the agreement among the mobile network operators
regarding resource coordination, and is subject to the following
constraint

n∑

i =1

pinter ue
i =

n∑

i=1

pinter bw
i = 1, (1)



TABLE I
COMPARISON OF RELATED WORKS

TABLE II
NOTATIONS LIST

where Pinter ue = {pinter ue
i } and Pinter ue = {pinter bw

i } are the
percentage of UE and bandwidth resource, respectively, allo-
cated to the i-th operator.

Given BSlimit ue, i.e., the maximum number of served UE for
the BS, the i-th operator’s quota for the number of served UE
is calculated in accordance with (1) as pinter ue

i × BSlimit ue.
Similarly, given BSlimit bw, i.e., the maximum bandwidth of
the BS, the i-th operator’s quota for the bandwidth usage is
calculated as pinter bw

i × BSlimit bw.
The fairness of the RAN system in terms of the number of

served UE and bandwidth usage, respectively, can be defined as

Fue =
n∏

i=1

Sue
i

Pinter ue
i × BSlimit ue

, (2)

and

Fbw =
n∏

i=1

Sbw
i

Pinter bw
i × BSlimit bw

, (3)

where Sue
i and Sbw

i are the quantities of in-use UE and bandwidth
of the i-th operator, respectively. According to (2) and (3), as
Fue (or Fbw) approaches 1, the actual resource assignment of
the i-th operator approaches that defined in the Inter-Operator
Policy, i.e., the fairness of the system improves. Consider a
simple system with two operators, and assume that pinter ue

1 and
pinter ue

2 are both set to 50%, while BSlimit_ue is given as 100.
Suppose further that the system is fully used. If Sue

1 and Sue
2 are

both equal to 50, then
∑n

i =1 pinter ue
i is obtained from (1) as 1.

In other words, the system is perfectly fair.
The utilization of the shared BS can be defined in terms of

the number of served UE and the bandwidth usage as

Uue =
∑n

i=1 Sue
i

BSlimit ue
× 100% ≤ 1, (4)

and

Ubw =
∑n

i=1 Sbw
i

BSlimit bw
× 100% ≤ 1, (5)

respectively, and provides a useful measure for evaluating the
resource utilization efficiency of different resource allocation
methods.

As suggested by its name, “Soft-partition with Blocking and
Dropping”, i.e., the SBD protocol proposed in this study blocks
a certain portion of the new resource requests and drops a certain
portion of the in-use resources. As a result, the QoE of the UE
may be adversely affected. In practice, the impact of SBD can
be evaluated by the blocking rates of the UE Attach Requests
and bandwidth requests, which are defined respectively as

Rblock ue
i = Blocked U E

T otal I ni tial Attach Requests
× 100%, (6)

and

Rblock bw
i = Blocked Bandwidth

T otal Bandwidth Requests
× 100%. (7)

The impact can also be evaluated by the dropping rates of the
in-use UE and bandwidth, which are defined respectively as

Rdrop ue
i = Drop U E

T otal I ni tial Attach Requests
× 100%, (8)

and

Rdrop bw

i = Drop Bandwidth

T otal Bandwidth Requests
× 100%. (9)



Fig. 3. Soft-partition with blocking and dropping design.

Fig. 4. UE admission control procedure.

IV. PROPOSED BLOCKING AND DROPPING COORDINATOR

As shown in Fig. 3, the proposed SBD protocol is integrated
with the RAN Proxy (RANP) transparent RAN sharing mech-
anism proposed by the present group in [6], in which the com-
munications between the BS and CN are handled by a single
virtual Mobility Management Entity (vMME) module and mul-
tiple virtual base station (vBS) modules. SBD provides a two-
stage control of the two types of fundamental resource in a
shared BS, namely the served UE and the bandwidth. In the first
stage, designated as UE Admission Control, SBD is triggered
by a UE Initial Attach request, and decides whether to accept
or block the request, or whether to drop some in-service UE
whose operators have overused their predefined number of UE.
In the second stage, designated as Bandwidth Grant Control,
SBD detects the E-RAB Request and E-RAB Modify messages
[18] and decides whether to accept or block new bearers, or
drop some existing bearers whose operators have overused their
predefined guaranteed bandwidth.

A. UE Admission Control

Fig. 4 shows the main steps in the SBD UE Admission Con-
trol procedure. When a new packet arrives, SBD inspects it and
identifies its type. If it is an Initial Attach request, SBD further
identifies the UE’s operator and retrieves the current status of

Fig. 5. UE dropping procedure.

BS f ree ue (i.e., the number of additional UE that the BS can
serve) and Sue

i (i.e., the number of in-service UE of the oper-
ator). Given this information, SBD decides whether to accept
or block the Initial Attach request by checking if Sue

i is larger
than the operator’s quota. If BS f ree ue is greater than zero, SBD
accepts all the requests irrespective of the value of Sue

i . How-
ever, if BS f ree ue is equal to zero, and Sue

i is larger than the
operator’s quota, SBD blocks the request. Conversely, if Sue

i is
smaller than the operator’s quota, SBD initiates the UE Drop-
ping procedure (Fig. 5) to retrieve overused resource from the
other operators such that it can accept the request. To facili-
tate the UE Dropping procedure, SBD maintains a dropping list
from which one candidate is selected each time. In selecting a
candidate for dropping, SBD first looks for the operator with
the greatest overuse of UE, i.e.,

max
i

Sue
i − (

pinter ue
i × BSlimir ue

)
. (10)

Once SBD identifies a suitable operator, it selects an idle UE
from among the operator’s subscribers. If an idle UE cannot be
found, SBD detects the status of all the UE bearers (bri, j,o) and
searches for a UE with no extend dedicated bearers from bri, j,o,
(i.e., the UE has only a default bearer). If SBD detects more
than one such UE, it selects the UE with the longest connection
time and adds it to the dropping list. If every UE has extend
dedicated bearers, the UE with the lowest QoS Class Identifier
(QCI) priority is selected and added to the dropping list.



Fig. 6. Bandwidth grant control procedure.

B. Bandwidth Grant Control

Fig. 6 shows the details of the SBD Bandwidth Grant Control
stage. When a packet arrives, SBD inspects it to identify its
operator and ascertains whether it is an E-RAB Request or an
E-RAB Modify message. SBD then retrieves the current status
of BS f ree bw (i.e., the bandwidth available at the shared BS
for allocation) and Sbw

i (i.e., the bandwidth allocated to the
identified operator), and decides whether to accept or block
the request. If BS f ree bw (i.e., the number of additional UE the
BS can serve) is greater than zero, SBD accepts the request.
If BS f ree bw equals zero, and Sbw

i is larger than the operator’s
quota, SBD blocks the request. Conversely, if BS f ree bw equals
zero, but Sbw

i is less than the operator’s quota, SBD initiates
the bandwidth release procedure (Fig. 7) to trigger the other
operators to return overused resource such that the request can
be accepted.

As for the UE Dropping procedure, SBD also maintains a
dropping list for the Bandwidth Release procedure. However,
the received bandwidth requests may have different sizes. Thus,
in contrast to the one-pass approach used in the UE dropping
procedure, the Bandwidth Release procedure iterates until a suf-
ficient amount of resource has been released. Briefly, SBD first
identifies the operator with the greatest amount of bandwidth
overuse, i.e.,

max
i

Sbw
i − (

Pinter bw
i × BSlimit bw

)
. (11)

Once an operator has been found, SBD searches for a UE
with extend dedicated bearers. If every UE has extend dedicated
bearers, SBD selects the UE with the lowest QCI priority and
adds it to the dropping list. If several UE have the same QCI,
SBD adds the UE with the longest connection time to the list. If
none of the UE have dedicated bearers, SBD detects the status
of all the UE bearers (bri, j,o) and identifies the UE with the
longest connection time. Finally, SBD calculates the amount of
resource released by the chosen UE. If the released resource
is insufficient to satisfy the requirements of the new request,
the procedure is repeated iteratively until sufficient resource has
been returned.

Fig. 7. Bandwidth release procedure: blocking and dropping.

When a bearer is dropped, all of the bandwidth allocated to
it is released. Hence, an over dropping phenomenon may occur.
As a result, the Bandwidth Release procedure described above
may incur a high dropping rate. Accordingly, SBD implements
an additional Bandwidth Scale-Down procedure prior to the
Bandwidth Release stage described above. The premise for the
proposed procedure is that the CN can be controlled (at least
partly) by third parties through a mechanism such an operator-
authorized API (application programming interface), and hence
RANP can send E-RAB messages such as E-RAB Modify to
modify the bandwidth of the bearers. The main steps in the
Bandwidth Scale-Down procedure are illustrated in Fig. 8. As
shown, SBD first uses (11) to identify the operator with the
greatest amount of bandwidth overuse and then scales down
the bandwidth of the associated Non-GBR bearers by a pre-
defined amount, sc %. If the released resource is insufficient to
meet the new bandwidth request, the procedure scales down the
bandwidth of the dedicated bearers. In particular, SBD detects all
the dedicated bearers of the operator’s UE. If a single dedicated
bearer is found, SBD selects it and scales its bandwidth down
to its guaranteed bandwidth. Conversely, if multiple UE exist,
SBD selects the UE with the lowest QCI priority and then scales
down its bandwidth. In the event that all of the UE have the same
QCI priority, SBD selects the UE with the longest connection
time. Finally, if SBD finds no UE with dedicated bearers, or
no dedicated bearers have additional bandwidth which can be
scaled down, the scale down procedure is terminated and SBD
moves to the blocking and dropping procedures described above.



Fig. 8. Bandwidth release procedure with bandwidth scale-down.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Simulation Setup

For simplicity, the simulations considered a network with just
two operators. Moreover, the operators were assumed to share
the resources evenly between them, i.e.,

pinter ue
i = pinter bw

i = 0.5, where i = 1, 2. (12)

In implementing the simulations, the maximum number of
served UE and amount of bandwidth available for allocation
at the shared BS were set as 100 UE [8] and 100 Mbps (refer
to LTE CAT. 3), respectively. Furthermore, in accordance with
(9), the UE and bandwidth quotas for each operator were set
as 50 UE and 50 Mbps. In addition, the arriving UE and band-
width requests from operator-i were assumed to follow Pois-
son distribution with arrival rates of λi

ue and λi
bw, respectively.

The fairness evaluation experiments assumed a full-loading con-
dition. By contrast, the utilization and blocking/dropping rate
evaluation experiments assumed that the system was not fully
loaded. Every simulation considered a network operation time
of 500 minutes, during which time in-use resource (UE or band-
width) was released whenever the corresponding in-use time
reached 250 minutes.

B. Results

The effectiveness of SBD was evaluated in terms of three
factors, namely: (1) the resource fairness between the two op-
erators; (2) the total resource utilization of the shared BS; and
(3) the blocking and dropping rates of new resource requests
and in-use resources, respectively. The evaluation results are
presented and discussed in the following subsections.

Fig. 9. Fairness among multiple operators.

1) Fairness Among Multiple Operators: The fairness of the
proposed system was evaluated using (2) and (3). Given the
absence of resource control (i.e., no partition), UE arriving first
simply attach to the shared BS until the maximum number of
served UE is reached. For a hard partition mechanism, each op-
erator can use only the resources allocated to it, and overusing
the BS resource is strictly forbidden. With SBD, on the other
hand, operators are allowed to overuse the resource, as described
in Section IV. Fig. 9 shows the UE fairness (Fig. 9(a)) and
bandwidth usage fairness (Fig. 9(b)) of the considered system
given the use of the three different resource allocation mecha-
nisms (i.e., no partition, hard partition, and SBD) and different
values of the UE arrival rate ratio (subject to the constraints∑n

i = 1 λi
ue = 5, and

∑n
i = 1 λi

bw = 5M). As expected, in the
no partition scenario, the operator with a higher UE arrival
rate consumes more resource, and hence the fairness decreases.
However, for the hard partition scheme and SBD, the fairness
is close to 1 (perfectly fair) and shows only a small variation
with the UE arrival ratio since the shared BS is not fully loaded.
Notably, SBD achieves a slightly better performance than the
hard partition scheme since the operators are able to inject more
UE into the system on some occasions (e.g., the over using
operator can increase the fairness rate by (2) and (3)). As a re-
sult, SBD achieves an inter-operator fairness of 0.997, which is
higher than that of both the hard-partition approach (0.98) and
the no-partition approach (0.6).

2) Utilization of Shared BS: The utilization of the shared BS
was evaluated using (4) and (5). Fig. 10 shows the utilization
of the shared BS in terms of the number of UE (Fig. 10(a)) and
bandwidth usage (Fig. 10(b)) for two partition methods (hard
partition and SBD) and various values of the UE arrival rate ratio



Fig. 10. Shared base station utilization rate under hard partition and SBD
mechanisms.

(subject to the constraints
∑n

i = 1 λi
ue = 2, and

∑n
i = 1 λi

bw =
1M). In performing the experiment, λue

1 and λbw
1 were fixed, and

λue
2 and λbw

2 were gradually reduced. As shown in Fig. 10(a), the
utilization rate achieved by the hard partition scheme is close
to that of SBD when the arrival rate is identical. However, the
utilization rate drops to 70% when λue

1
λue

2
= 5. By contrast, that of

the SBD method remains close to 95%. As shown in Fig. 10(b),
SBD improves the bandwidth utilization of the shared BS from

63% (hard partition) to 98% when λbw
1

λbw
2

= 5. The deviation of

the utilization rate from 100% is to be expected since the system
does not reside in a fully-loaded condition all of the time.

In general, the results confirm that SBD yields a significant
improvement in the bandwidth utilization of the shared BS com-
pared to the hard partition scheme. Consequently, if RANP is
operated by a third-party operator, and the revenue is utilization-
based, SBD provides the potential to achieve significant eco-
nomic benefit.

3) Blocking Rate and Dropping Rate: The blocking rate and
dropping rate were computed using (6)–(9). Fig. 11 shows the
blocking and dropping rates of the i-th operator in terms of the
number of UE (Fig. 11(a)) and bandwidth usage (Fig. 11(b))
for two bandwidth assignment mechanisms (hard partition and
SBD) and various values of the UE arrival ratio (subject to
constraints

∑n
i = 1 λi

ue = 2, and
∑n

i = 1 λi
bw = 1M). In per-

forming the experiments, λue
1 and λbw

1 were fixed and λue
2 and

λbw
2 were gradually reduced. In other words, the BS resources

(number of served UE and bandwidth) assigned to Operator #2
were gradually under-utilized as the simulation proceeded. As

Fig. 11. Blocking and dropping rates of hard partition and SBD mechanisms.

shown in Fig. 11(a), SBD reduces Rblock ue
1 for Operator #1

from 35% (hard partition) to almost 0% by virtue of the UE
dropping feature. For Operator #2, SBD and the hard partition
scheme achieve a similar Rblock ue

2 performance since the UE
requirements of the operator gradually reduce, and hence the
resources made available to it at the shared RS are always suf-
ficient to meet its needs. Under the hard partition scheme, no
UE are dropped for either Operator #1 or Operator #2 since nei-
ther operator overuses its assigned resource. By contrast, SBD
results in a dropping rate of approximately 5% for Operator #1,
which implies that the operator borrows resources from Oper-
ator #2 on some occasions and is then required to return these
resources at some point later on. In general, the tendency of
Rdrop ue

1 resembles an inverted U-shaped curve as the arrival

rate ratio of the operators increases. In particular, for λue
1

λue
2

= 1,

the overuse condition seldom occurs, and hence Rdrop ue
1 has

a low value. For λue
1

λue
2

= 2, Operator #1 generally resides in
an overuse condition, but Operator #2 still generates requests.
Consequently, SBD frequently triggers Operator #1 to return its
overuse resources, and thus Rdrop ue

1 increases. However, as the
arrival rate of Operator #2 decreases (i.e., the arrival rate ratio
increases), the amount of overuse resources which Operator #2
should return decreases, and hence Rdrop ue

1 also decreases. The
tendencies of the bandwidth usage blocking rates and dropping
rates of the two schemes are very similar to those of the UE
blocking and dropping rates, as shown Fig. 11(b).

Overall, the results presented in Fig. 11 show that SBD
reduces the blocking rate efficiently when the shared BS is
under-utilized, and maintains a dropping rate of around 5%.



Fig. 12. Blocking and dropping rates of SBD with and without bandwidth
scale-down mechanism.

However, when the shared BS is over-utilized and the two op-
erators have a similar arrival rate, the hard partition method
outperforms SBD in terms of a lower dropping rate.

4) SBD With Bandwidth Scale-Down Procedure: The pre-
ceding results have shown that SBD improves (i.e., reduces) the
blocking rate when the shared BS is under-utilized. However, the
dropping rate still remains at around 5%. Accordingly, further
experiments were performed to investigate the performance of
the Bandwidth Scale-Down procedure described in Section IV-B
in reducing the dropping rate. Fig. 12 shows the SBD bandwidth
usage blocking rates and dropping rates for the i-th operator with
and without the Bandwidth Scale-Down mechanism, respec-
tively, for various values of the UE arrival rate ratio (subject
to constraints

∑n
i = 1 λi

ue = 2, and
∑n

i = 1 λi
bw = 1M .) Note

that the experiments were performed using three different val-
ues of the scale-down parameter, namely 95%, 90% and 85%.
Furthermore, λue

1 and λbw
1 were fixed, but λue

2 and λbw
2 were

gradually reduced. In other words, the UE and bandwidth
resources assigned to Operator #2 were progressively under-
utilized as the simulations proceeded. As shown in Fig. 12(a),
Rdrop bw

1 for Operator #1 reduces from 5% to almost 3%
when the Bandwidth Scale-Down mechanism is applied (with
sc = 95). Furthermore, for Operator #2, Rdrop bw

2 reduces from
3% to 0%. For a slightly lower scale-down value of sc = 90,
Rdrop bw

1 and Rdrop bw

2 both reduce to approximately 0%
when the Bandwidth Scale-Down mechanism is employed (see
Fig. 12(b)). A similar result is observed for sc = 85, as shown
in Fig. 12(c). Regarding the blocking rate, Fig. 12(a) shows that
for sc = 95, the blocking rate for Operator #2, Rblock bd

2 is very
similar regardless of whether or not the Bandwidth Scale-Down
mechanism is applied. However, the blocking rate of Opera-

tor #1, Rblock bw
1 , reduces significantly for λbw

1

λbw
2

> 1. For lower

values of the blocking parameter, Rblock bw
1 and Rblock bw

2 both
decrease under the Bandwidth Scale-Down scheme since the
amount of bandwidth released may exceed that which was ac-
tually requested. In particular, the blocking rate is reduced by
approximately 10% for sc = 90 and 20% for sc = 85 when
λbw

1

λbw
2

= 1. However, no further reduction is obtained for λbw
1

λbw
2

> 1.

Overall, the results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed
Bandwidth Scale-Down mechanism in reducing both the drop-
ping rate and the blocking rate provided that sc is properly
assigned.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A Soft-partition with Blocking and Dropping (SBD) protocol
has been proposed for controlling the fairness among different
operators in transparent RAN sharing. In the proposed approach,
telecom operators are permitted to utilize more resources than
specified in the original Inter-Operator Agreement when the
shared BS is under-utilized. However, SBD continuously mon-
itors the usage of the resources for each involved operator and
dynamically adjusts the available resources among the operators
using blocking or even dropping mechanisms. The simulation
results have shown that SBD not only ensures fairness among the
operators, but also maintain the utilization rate of the shared BS
at almost 100%. Thus, SBD offers the potential for significant
economic benefit if the revenue of the BS is utilization-based.
Furthermore, SBD reduces the blocking rate from 35% under
a hard partition scheme to almost 0% when the shared BS is
under-utilized, while maintaining a dropping rate of approxi-
mately 5%. Notably, the blocking and dropping rates of SBD
can both be improved by using a Bandwidth Scale-Down algo-
rithm with an appropriate scale-down setting.

Future studies will address three main issues. (1) An
authenticated-API will be designed for SBD with Bandwidth
Scale-Down to permit SBD to obtain UE-realted information
from the CN and send ERAB-Messages to modify bearers in a
secure fashion. (2) The practical feasibility of migrating SBD
with Bandwidth Scale-Down to 5G systems will be investigated
by, for example, setting up RANP in the Mobile Edge Comput-
ing (MEC) [19]–[21] architecture, or running RANP with SBD



as a third-party service in the C-RAN [22]–[24] architecture
with mechanisms designed to avoid block malicious services in
between. (3) A comprehensive model will be developed to ana-
lyze the effectiveness of SBD in terms of the resource utilization,
blocking rate and dropping rate in order to further evaluate the
performance of SBD under different resource sharing policies,
network loads, UE traffic patterns, and so on.
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